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Established in 2000, Lumina Foundation for Education’s 

mission is defined by a specific goal: to increase the pro-

portion of americans with high-quality college degrees, 

certificates and credentials to 60 percent by 2025. the 

foundation’s 2013–2016 strategic plan, called Goal 2025, 

has two main imperatives: mobilizing to reach Goal 2025 

and designing and Building a 21st century Higher Educa-

tion System. in 2012, the foundation had $1,137,783,686 in 

assets and made grant payments of $48,388,149.

ncrP’s review found that Lumina Foundation meets and 

exceeds many of the criteria for exemplary philanthropy 

in its goals and strategies, but some areas have room for 

improvement as the foundation continues to grow and 

evolve. overall, the extensive information and data gath-

ered through this review process paint a picture of a highly 

focused, effective foundation with extremely savvy policy 

advocacy strategies, staff that are well respected and initia-

tives that are making early progress toward the founda-

tion’s ambitious goal of college completion.

Stakeholders view the foundation’s singular purpose 

of higher education improvement and articulation of a 

concrete, measureable goal of 60 percent high quality 

degree, certificate or credential attainment for all ameri-

cans by 2025 as a starting point for success. Some aspects 

of its 2013-2016 Goal 2025 strategic plan are seen as more 

grounded in evidence or best practice than others. its 

agenda is a long-term and comprehensive one.

Feedback from grantees and other stakeholders and 

ncrP’s analysis of the data raise specific issues that warrant 

further examination. in particular, refinement of the com-

munity Partnerships for attainment, an initiative involving 

20 metropolitan areas from across the country, and deeper 

engagement of community stakeholders in strategy de-

velopment were highlighted by key informants during this 

review. as Lumina Foundation board and staff continue 

to refine and implement their 2013–2016 strategic plan, 

ncrP offers several recommendations that it believes will 

strengthen the plan, enhance partnerships with local com-

munities and ultimately lead to greater impact.

Key findings
Below are the key findings from ncrP’s assessment:

1. lumina foundation’s goals and strategies have 

an explicit focus on systemic change, benefitting 

affected communities and addressing root causes 

of inequity. Policy and program experts described 

the foundation’s strategic plan as aimed forcefully 

and directly at addressing systemic inequities. the 

achieving the dream initiative was explicitly identi-

fied as a key investment in community colleges where 

significant proportions of low-income, first-generation 

and minority students pursue postsecondary educa-

tion. the foundation’s stance on balancing strategic 

and responsive approaches to philanthropy is unclear, 

and some expressed concern regarding the extent to 

which underserved communities are determining and 

leading their own strategies. 

2. the foundation’s varied strategies exhibited mixed 

levels of evidence or best practice. the foundation’s 

2013–2016 strategic plan cites authoritative data 

and research. Some of the plan’s strategies are well-

eXeCUtiVe sUmmarY
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grounded in evidence or best practice, such as the 

academic, social and financial supports needed to aid 

students to complete degrees. However, strategies to 

mobilize metropolitan areas and the higher education 

sector and to develop new systems of quality creden-

tials were identified as needing clarification, research 

and development. 

3. lumina foundation has been very effective in as-

serting its role among funders and policymakers 

to advance its postsecondary education agenda. 

recognizing its niche in a broader ecosystem, the 

foundation has used its singular purpose of college 

completion and its national presence to influence a 

postsecondary policy agenda at federal and state lev-

els. Supporters and critics alike described the founda-

tion as very effective in advancing policy goals. 

4. strategy development is perceived as having insuf-

ficient involvement of underrepresented com-

munities and as occurring mostly through internal 

deliberations. the foundation has not emphasized 

engaging affected communities in developing strat-

egy. it is better known for its policy advocacy approach 

and for engaging policy communities in developing 

and refining strategies and tactics. about two-thirds 

of grantees surveyed reported that the foundation 

had not asked them for feedback about grantmaking 

strategies or practices in the last three years. 

5. the newly launched, 20-metropolitan area com-

munity partnerships for attainment (cpa) build on 

prior place-based work, but stakeholders ex-

pressed concern about the foundation’s approach. 

Stakeholders noted that as a national funder, the 

foundation may not be best positioned for wide-

spread place-based work, that deeper more deliberate 

engagement is needed with local partners, and that 

greater financial resources are needed in the long term 

to ensure sustainability. Local partners working with 

Lumina expressed concern that national funders often 

struggle with fulfilling commitments; coordinating 

multiple, local efforts; and possessing the requisite 

staff with experience and credibility to successfully 

implement local reforms.  

6. the foundation is praised for making strong early 

progress in raising awareness of the need for post-

secondary completion, but beneficiary outcomes 

remain modest. the most frequently cited success of 

the foundation was bringing attention to the need for 

higher levels of college attainment. the foundation has 

been effective in its thought leadership, use of policy 

networks, context setting and research dissemination. 

Program outcomes remain modest, and third party 

evaluations of major initiatives have yet to conclude 

that hallmark funded initiatives have significantly 

increased grades, college retention, credits earned or 

college completion.  

7. foundation staff periodically consider data in 

strategy discussions; however, external partners 

lacked awareness of the foundation’s use of data or 

grantee feedback for strategy adjustments. Lumina 

Foundation is recognized for having a strong learn-

ing and evaluation culture, and foundation staff value 

structured learning opportunities as well as the use of 

metrics to inform strategy conversations. despite inter-

nal consideration of data by staff, interviewed experts 

and most surveyed grantees could not cite instances 

or express knowledge of the foundation modifying 

strategies based on feedback.
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8. grantees overwhelmingly view lumina foundation 

as a highly effective partner, primarily because of 

high-quality relationships with staff and collab-

orative activities with partners. the foundation is 

praised for its relationships with grantees and for its 

nonmonetary support. on the whole, staff quality is 

highly rated, and program staff is perceived as well-

liked and respected, open to dialogue, self-aware and 

humble, and supportive. the quality of the founda-

tion’s collective approaches with other philanthropic 

organizations and policy entities was perceived as very 

effective. Partnership quality with nonprofit, busi-

ness and media sectors varied. Evaluation practices 

and multi-year funding are relevant, appropriate and 

valued. 

9. lumina foundation governance and internal pro-

cesses support effectiveness, yet the foundation’s 

ambitious goals may warrant greater allocation of 

resources. the foundation paid out grants at a rate 

higher than required to ensure that grantees’ capacity 

and the foundation’s mission were not adversely af-

fected by the recession. Yet, given observers’ concerns 

about the level of investment in place-based efforts, 

and the gradual progress to date in raising comple-

tion rates, greater payout amounts of grants dollars 

over the next decade may be needed to achieve a 60 

percent degree attainment by 2025. 

recoMMendations
Below are ncrP’s recommendations to Lumina Foundation 

that we believe will help further boost the foundation’s ef-

fectiveness and impact:

1. continue strategies and practices the foundation is 

doing well. maintain focus on clear, measureable goals. 

continue momentum at state and national policy levels 

to draw policymakers’ attention to college completion 

and equity. continuing to serve as a thought leader will 

aid in realigning system actors toward Goal 2025. 

2. heed stakeholders’ concerns, retool the foundation’s 

role and bolster its funding and capacity to effec-

tively support community-based work. distinguish 

levels of readiness and maturity for collective impact 

among metropolitan communities. determine needs 

and provide resources to ensure approaches are cultur-

ally appropriate. Provide customized levels of technical 

assistance and funding, especially to ensure that intend-

ed beneficiary populations can meaningfully participate 

in shaping and implementing sustainable strategies. 

Build continuity among foundation staff and coordinate 

staff working on overlapping strategies in the same 

geographies. recognize the foundation’s limits as a na-

tional funder and prioritize deep site engagement over 

breadth. Building the foundation’s knowledge, networks 

and capacity for fostering community partnerships in 

metropolitan areas will ensure that its place-based ef-

forts add value to existing local initiatives. 

3. strengthen strategies that will effectively engage 

targeted beneficiary populations in achieving goal 

2025. Partner with community organizing leaders as 

well as national advocacy organizations to ensure that 

community perspectives are invited and heard, and 
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identify ways that grassroots beneficiary engagement 

can accelerate progress toward Goal 2025.  

4. enlist credible voices to explain to external audi-

ences the foundation’s focus on both equitable 

access and quality educational outcomes. Enlisting 

credible postsecondary institution actors to explain 

the issue of ensuring high-quality degrees, certifi-

cates and credentials while also boosting attainment 

numbers will facilitate alignment among partners. ap-

plying effective communications strategies, including 

among equity-focused and targeted constituencies, 

will ensure that stakeholders see the foundation as a 

trusted partner committed to similar goals and, thus, 

are willing to align efforts accordingly. 

5. create structured and targeted opportunities for 

stakeholders’ input to inform strategy adjustments. 

communicate to partners how the input was used 

and what changes were considered or made. involv-

ing partners in revising strategies will contribute to 

understanding how strategies relate to one another, 

what strategies provide opportunities for innovation 

and learning, and provide better coordination among 

program staff who lead specific strategies and rein-

force attention to long-term goals. 

6. implement effective grantmaking practices such as 

increasing grants payout to achieve a bold agenda. 

Lumina Foundation should significantly increase grant 

payout dollars to achieve its highly ambitious 2025 

postsecondary attainment goals. ncrP recommends 

that foundations pay out at least 6 percent in grants 

only, but a higher rate may be needed to achieve such 

bold aims. additional funding over longer periods of 

time to metropolitan and community partnership sites 

can support capacity and leadership development 

among partner organizations and targeted beneficia-

ries, increase impact and build partners’ confidence 

in a sustainable strategy. develop and implement 

guidelines for general operating support; provide core 

support to organizations of appropriate scale and at 

early stages of growth to ensure foundation funding 

has impact.
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in 2000, Lumina Foundation for Education, originally 

known as uSa Group Foundation, was established as a 

result of the sale of uSa Group, inc., to SLm corporation 

(Sallie mae).1 uSa Group, inc., was the parent company 

of uSa Funds, the nation’s largest private guarantor and 

administrator of education loans. the sale price of $770 

million created a foundation that was among the 60 larg-

est private foundations in america. the founding mission 

was “to provide special emphasis on the improvement 

of higher education through the strategic utilization of 

original and sponsored research, provision of educational 

grants and sponsorship of selected educational activities.”2 

in 2012, the foundation had $1,137,783,686 in assets and 

made grant payments of $48,388,149. 

in 2009, under the new leadership of Jamie P. merisotis, the 

foundation’s board approved the foundation’s first strategic 

plan,3 based on the goal that 60 percent of americans obtain 

a high-quality postsecondary degree or credential by 2025.4 

the foundation called this the “Big Goal.” in 2013, the foun-

dation released a new strategic plan that described work 

through 2016. the goal of the foundation continues to be to 

increase the proportion of americans with high-quality col-

lege degrees, certificates or other credentials to 60 percent 

by 2025. citing a slow but steady rate of two- or four-year 

college degree attainment among 25–64-year-olds, the 

foundation’s new strategic plan holds firm to its original goal 

and emphasizes urgency and greater understanding of the 

economic and social challenges that remain. notably, the 

plan explicitly addresses the need for equity in postsecond-

ary education, especially for first-generation students, racial 

and ethnic minorities, immigrants and adults traditionally 

underrepresented among college students and graduates.5

Lumina Foundation for Education is explicit in its concern 

for equity. in its recent strategic plan, the foundation notes 

that the overall education attainment rate in 2009 was 

37.8 percent for 25–29-year-old americans. Specifically, 

the rates for racial and ethnic groups were: 65.5 percent for 

asians, 44.9 percent for non-Hispanic whites, 24.7 percent 

for african americans, 17.9 percent for Hispanics and 16.9 

percent for american indians.6 among americans ages 

25–65, the differences in degree attainment among differ-

ent racial and ethnic groups are similarly troubling (Figure 

1). the foundation cites similarly low trends for other key 

aboUt lUmina foUndation  
for edUCation

figure 1: degree-attainment rates among united states 

adults by population group7 

43.30%

23.07%
27.14%

19.31%

59.13%

White Black Hispanic asian native
american

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, 2009-11 American Community Survey PUMS File
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groups such as african american men, first-generation 

college students, immigrants and low-income students. 

these postsecondary completion disparities contribute to 

income inequality and make bitterly real the failure of the 

nation’s aspirations for equity. 

to achieve Goal 2025, the foundation estimates that an 

additional 23 million degrees will be needed. the stra-

tegic plan targets those not traditionally served well by 

higher education – specifically adult college students 

(ages 25–64), immigrants and veterans.8 the 2013–2016 

plan identifies two strategic imperatives: 1) mobilizing to 

reach Goal 2025: strategies to mobilize action at the local, 

state and national levels and in higher education systems, 

and 2) designing a 21st century Higher Education System: 

strategies to develop specific approaches to create the 

fundamental change needed in higher education.9 Within 

these strategic imperatives, the foundation identifies eight 

strategies to organize its work, ranging from mobilizing 

metropolitan areas and regions to designing new systems 

of quality credentials.10 

in the fall of 2013, the national committee for responsive 

Philanthropy (ncrP) approached Lumina Foundation for 

Education to review the foundation’s work according to 

ncrP’s framework for philanthropy.11 ncrP was not con-

tracted or given a grant to conduct the review, and ncrP 

maintained full discretion over the collection and analysis 

of data, as well as report writing. 

Lumina Foundation is a grantmaking member and sup-

porter of ncrP. during 2013 and early 2014, Lumina Foun-

dation team members cooperated with ncrP to conduct 

the review, and Lumina Foundation staff were provided 

an opportunity to review findings. this report summarizes 

ncrP’s main conclusions and recommendations. 
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ncrP recently developed an assessment tool for founda-

tions that addressed the strategic practices outlined in 

Criteria for Philanthropy at Its Best and its more recent re-

port, Real Results: Why Strategic Philanthropy Is Social Justice 

Philanthropy. Criteria for Philanthropy at Its Best provides a 

comprehensive and nuanced set of benchmarks that foun-

dations can use for effective operational and grantmaking 

practices. Real Results argues that to maximize impact, 

foundations must be both strategic and just. this means 

not only having clearly aligned goals and strategies and a 

way to measure impact, but also considering who benefits 

from the foundation’s grantmaking and how, seeking input 

from affected communities and attempting to change sys-

tems that perpetuate inequity. a comprehensive, nuanced 

examination of foundation goals, strategies and practices 

is needed to understand how well a foundation can marry 

strategy and justice to be more impactful. 

Key questions this assessment addressed were:

oVerall goals and strategy
 � What are the foundation’s primary goals, and is it em-

ploying strategies likely to achieve them?

 � Which stakeholders and what sources of data and best 

practice have informed these strategies?

 � Given its mission and goals, is the foundation appro-

priately seeking to benefit or empower underserved 

communities? is the foundation applying an equity 

lens or analysis to its grantmaking? is it addressing 

disparities in outcomes for the issues or constituencies 

it prioritizes?

 � does the foundation pursue systemic change strate-

gies? does it support grantees to use the full range of 

advocacy tools legally at their disposal? is the foun-

dation leveraging its limited dollars in ways that are 

consistent with the foundation’s mission and goals?

 � is the foundation looking at the ecosystem of actors 

within the sphere it seeks to influence and collaborat-

ing strategically with others? 

outcoMes and iMpact
 � Has the foundation worked across sectors and silos to 

achieve impact?

 � Has the foundation effectively supported community-

driven collaboration and coalitions among grantees 

and other nonprofits?

 � How does the foundation measure its progress and 

impact?

 � can the foundation and its stakeholders point to spe-

cific signs of progress? 

partnership with grantees
 � does the foundation employ responsive grantmaking 

practices, such as providing core support and multi-

year funding? How do the foundation’s grantmaking 

practices advance or hinder achievement of its goals?

 � How does the foundation go beyond the grant to lever-

age its relationships, convening power, expertise and 

other assets to help grantees achieve mutual goals?

 � does the foundation solicit feedback from its grantees 

and applicants and act on that feedback? 

other effectiVe practices
 � How do the foundation’s investment and payout poli-

cies and practices support its own mission and the 

goals of its grantees?

oVerVieW of methodologY
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 � does the foundation operate in a transparent and ethi-

cal manner, with policies in place to prevent fraud and 

abuse?

 � is the board of directors large and diverse enough to 

allow for effective and ethical decision-making? 

ncrP employed the following methods during the review 

process:

1. extensive review of foundation materials that 

could help answer the assessment questions, such as 

strategic plans, 990-PFs, annual reports, grantmaking 

guidelines, grant descriptions, application and report-

ing requirements, investing policies, transparency 

practices, ethical codes of conduct, recently completed 

assessments or evaluations and news articles referenc-

ing the foundation from the prior 12-month period. 

2. interviews with key staff included Samuel cargile, 

vice president and senior advisor to the cEo; dewayne 

matthews, vice president of policy and strategy; david 

maas, vice president, treasurer and cFo; Kevin corcor-

an, strategy director; Susan Johnson, director of equity 

and inclusion; christine marson, strategy officer; and 

molly martin, director of organizational learning and 

alignment. martin was the point person for the project 

with whom ncrP had ongoing communication. at the 

time of the review, Lumina employed 53 staff; seven of 

them were interviewed.  

3. confidential survey of current and past grantees. 

ncrP created a grantee survey and gave Lumina staff 

an opportunity to provide input, which they declined 

to do. a total of 274 grantees were invited to complete 

the survey during november and december of 2013. 

the participation rate of grantees in the survey was 

47 percent. in general, responders were mostly larger 

organizations (85 percent) with annual budgets of $1 

million to $10 million or more; current grantees (86 

percent); worked primarily with institutions such as 

education, research and government agencies; and 

were engaged least in activities of civic engagement, 

community organizing and social services. 

4. interviews with selected grantees. to delve more 

deeply into topics raised in the survey responses, ncrP 

conducted interviews with select grantees based on 

the relevance of their survey responses to identified 

themes and their willingness to be interviewed. For ex-

ample, ncrP interviewed grantees that could address 

community and place-based strategies. Seven addi-

tional grantees were interviewed during early 2014. 

5. interviews with local, regional and national stake-

holders. ncrP interviewed a cross-section of individu-

als in the sector who are familiar with the foundation’s 

work. interviews occurred in november and december 

of 2013 and January of 2014. Experts included funder 

peers (6), program or technical assistance providers 

(6), researchers (6), policy experts (4), media experts (4) 

and community organization leaders (4). as stakehold-

ers suggested additional names, ncrP reached out 

to other experts and interviewed them as well. in all, 

ncrP contacted 59 stakeholders and interviewed 30 

of them. of the 30 interviewed, 12 were past or current 

recipients of grants and were asked to speak about 

the foundation’s overall work and not just their funded 

project. 

6. analysis of survey and interview data. ncrP 

analyzed the survey data to discern if any correla-

tions existed between the grantees that held certain 
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characteristics (e.g., program initiatives, approaches) 

and their responses to key topics such as foundation 

effectiveness and partnership with grantees. research-

ers used an iterative process to categorize and analyze 

the content of open-ended survey responses. inter-

view notes and transcripts were organized by assess-

ment criteria themes and analyzed for frequency and 

content. Some themes were further explored in follow-

up interviews with Lumina staff and grantees. 
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goals and strategies
lumina foundation’s goals and strategies have an 

explicit focus on making systemic change, benefitting 

affected communities and addressing root causes of 

inequity. 

the foundation’s 2013–2016 strategic plan explicitly de-

scribes the “equity imperative” to increase college comple-

tion attainment. it states: 

“Low-income and first-generation students, racial and 

ethnic minorities, immigrants and adults have tradi-

tionally been underrepresented among college stu-

dents and graduates. We must now realize that these 

americans are bearing a disproportionate share of the 

increasingly severe consequences of not completing 

postsecondary education.”12 

the foundation’s plan outlines strategies to address 

multiple system levels such as federal and state policies, 

institutional and organizational structures, program and 

business models and local and regional partnerships. 

Program and policy experts described the foundation’s 

strategic plan as aimed forcefully and directly at addressing 

systemic inequities. one expert observed: 

“certainly, the policies they’re pushing are directly 

aimed at helping to rebalance inequities. college 

completion is a way to help people who are less well-

off earn a decent living. that is aimed at rebalancing 

inequities.” 

and another expert noted: 

“i would not diminish the transformative power of that 

attainment goal … this new strategic plan is to change 

systemic inequities … attainment is a radical social 

justice strategy.” 

overall, the foundation’s visibility, presence and con-

tinued commitment to targeting community colleges 

has been widely praised as addressing a fundamental 

problem of inequity faced by minority and low-income 

communities. Specifically, the achieving the dream initia-

tive, launched by the foundation in 2004, was designed 

to close the gap and accelerate student success among 

students in more than two dozen community colleges in 

multiple states. the recognition of community colleges 

as an important contributor to low-income and racial and 

ethnic minority student success was itself deemed a ma-

jor accomplishment. according to a community organiza-

tion stakeholder: 

“the choice to work with the community college system 

is an equity choice in itself. they are raising the stakes 

by saying that community colleges are as important 

as four-year colleges. it is fantastic. the achieving the 

dream initiative to improve the effectiveness of com-

munity colleges has been huge.”

among grantees responding to ncrP’s survey, a large 

majority saw the foundation’s strategies as very or some-

what effective in supporting underserved communities. 

more than 73 percent of 130 respondents considered the 

foundation to be “very” or “somewhat” effective in achiev-

KeY findings 
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ing more equitable opportunities or outcomes for under-

served communities (table 1). 

While the foundation is recognized by many for its plans to 

address systemic inequities, four stakeholders from com-

munity organizations perceived a lack of clarity or explicit 

attention to race and ethnicity, especially within strategies to 

mobilize communities and metropolitan areas. one noted: 

“i think Lumina cares about equity but not as a social 

justice foundation. … You don’t see in their statements 

enlisting students and communities as partners.” 

and another observed:

“i do believe they have a commitment … but i’m not 

clear on whether they have work directly in the minority 

community. a lot of the work seems generally aimed.” 

Experts also noted that with the foundation’s recently 

launched 20 metropolitan area initiative, there may be op-

portunities for the foundation to demonstrate higher levels 

of engagement directly with communities.13 

Finally, the foundation’s stance on balancing strategic and 

responsive approaches to philanthropy is unclear. Stake-

holders’ perceptions suggested a directive or prescriptive 

approach as well as uncertainty. Six stakeholders described 

the foundation as leaning toward being directive and 

proactive in seeking grantee partners, as well as impos-

ing its “brand” on key initiatives. a small number of crit-

ics described Lumina as increasingly controlling and less 

inclusive, particularly to the detriment of minority commu-

nities. at the same time, about half a dozen experts “could 

not tell” or did not know what the foundation’s approach 

seemed to be. and, as seen in table 1, just half of surveyed 

grantees reported that they believed the foundation al-

lowed underserved communities to determine and lead 

their own strategies for change;  29 percent answered “i 

don’t know.” one Lumina Foundation executive parsed the 

issue and said: 

“it is not an easy answer. … We are directive about the 

goal, and we are trying to be intentional about ap-

Very  
Effective

Somewhat 
Effective

not Very 
Effective

completely 
ineffective

i don’t  
Know n/a

determine and lead their own  
strategies for change?

17.7%
(23)

31.5%
(41)

5.4%
(7)

0.8%
(1)

29.2%
(38)

15.4%
(20)

Have a more powerful public voice? 20.0%
(26)

35.4%
(46)

6.9%
(9)

0.8%
(1)

21.5%
(28)

15.4%
(20)

Gain greater access to resources? 29.2%
(38)

38.5%
(50)

6.9%
(9)

0.0%
(0)

16.9%
(22)

8.5%
(11)

achieve more equitable opportunities  
or outcomes?

27.7%
(36)

45.4%
(59)

3.8%
(5)

0.0%
(0)

16.2%
(21)

6.9%
(9)

 n = 130

table 1: how effective were the foundation’s strategies in supporting underserved communities?

one of the things we are interested in learning is how the foundation’s work benefits and engages underserved communities. to the 
best of your knowledge, how effective were the foundation’s strategies in supporting underserved communities to:
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proaches, but we have to be open to what we’re learn-

ing. We are at our best when we’re skeptical about our 

own knowledge.” 

lumina foundation’s varied strategies exhibit mixed 

levels of evidence or best practice. 

the foundation’s 2013–2016 strategic plan cites a variety of 

studies from Georgetown university, the Brookings institu-

tion, the college Board, the u.S. census Bureau, the na-

tional center for Educational Statistics and scholarly jour-

nals and texts. Foundation representatives also described 

extensive conversations with experts and referenced prior 

work of the foundation to inform its new strategic ap-

proaches. Examples of efforts building on prior knowledge 

and experience include the degree Qualifications Profile 

(dQP), the Latino Student Success initiative, credentialing 

systems, and alternative pathways to a degree, certificate 

or credential. one foundation representative stated:

“We based our strategies on a fair amount of internal 

discussion and debate and with some colleagues who 

were knowledgeable. We bring people here [as founda-

tion staff] with experience in practice and policy and 

have conversations with a wide range of partners.”

Perhaps most importantly, foundation representatives ac-

knowledged that different strategies have different levels 

of evidence, and that the foundation is open about what it 

knows and what it does not. one foundation representa-

tive described this variation, noting:

“there is tremendous knowledge about low-income, 

minority, first generation students and how to get them 

to and through college. We know how to do that. … So 

our focus has been on how to be effective in our met-

ropolitan area strategy and mobilizing resources. Fresh 

thinking is needed in other strategies.” 

another senior leader at the foundation acknowledged:

“an area we’re still trying to figure out is mobilizing 

higher education. What is it that we mean about mo-

bilizing: governance or faculty engagement? that’s an 

area that we’re still trying to figure out, and hopefully 

we’ll have a much more workable framework.” 

Foundation representatives articulated a desire to focus 

research resources on those strategies that require greater 

development and to engage internal colleagues as well as 

external partners in further learning and reflection.

While the foundation makes a compelling case for its work, 

other stakeholders expressed concerns. among inter-

viewed stakeholders, nine perceived the evidence base for 

the foundation’s strategies to be questionable, recognizing 

that foundation staff and external experts note limitations 

in the research and data available. Strategies to mobilize 

metropolitan areas and the higher education sector, and to 

develop new systems of quality credentials were identified 

as needing greater clarification. 

criticisms regarding the foundation’s approach to strategy 

development included strategy adoption by copying or 

modifying other foundations, a policy approach due to the 

cEo’s network and historical preferences, and overlooking 

research and promising program models. cited examples 

of the latter include the potential for further research on 

performance-based scholarships, and shying away from 

studies on costs of higher education and of benefits access 

programs, such as rental assistance or child care, to higher 

education programs. 
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underrepresented community voices noted that the foun-

dation’s strategy to engage and mobilize communities and 

reform policy could be better grounded in best practice to 

ensure learning, engagement and sustainable change. For 

example, one expert stated:

“it would buy them a lot if they worked more deeply 

in the community itself. Be closer to the direct service 

providers. they could learn a lot from it, and it would 

get them better awareness of what they’re doing. … it 

would inform their strategy overall and their work with 

minority communities.” 

and another expert from a community organization ob-

served: 

“i think the reason we’re not winning is that the equity 

agenda is not being driven by people who have a stake 

in the system. … i think funders other than Lumina are 

distinguished … they have learned that at a state level, 

the interests of presidents or faculty ends up trumping; 

policy has to do better around these groups.” 

lumina foundation has been very effective in asserting 

its role among funders and policymakers to advance its 

postsecondary education agenda. 

the foundation effectively uses its reputation, resources 

and voice to advance an agenda of higher education 

completion for all americans, including those historically 

underserved. Lumina Foundation is recognized as the main 

funder consistently and solely dedicated to higher educa-

tion and a “60 percent completion” agenda. the founda-

tion also is noted for framing issues and problems, setting 

context and being an overall thought leader. While techni-

cally smaller on some dimensions than other national 

foundations, Lumina Foundation was described by a media 

expert as “punching above its weight class,” saying, “Lumina 

Foundation is the primary voice in higher education reform 

in all aspects: transition, access, funding, costs and quality.”

concerns raised by the media and interviewed experts 

focused on the undue influence, the narrowing of the 

“marketplace of ideas” and perceived detriment to the 

public policymaking process that Lumina has had as it 

collaborates with the Bill & melinda Gates Foundation and 

the u.S. department of Education. in 2013, the Chronicle of 

Higher Education illustrated some of these criticisms,14 and 

stakeholder interviews also revealed apprehensions. one 

respondent cited an example directly addressing the issue 

of degree quality. they described the use by the federal 

government of a rating system, developed with Lumina 

funding, of postsecondary institutions that relies on salary 

data. the use of salary data, according to the critic, can be 

seriously misleading. For example, some degrees are as-

sociated with initially low salaries, but as students prog-

ress in their careers, those degrees may lead to lucrative 

professions (e.g., biology as a pre-med degree). another 

expert cited an example of integrating an unproven set 

of standards, the degree qualifications profile, into state 

regulations and accreditation processes. 

Foundation staff acknowledged that perceptions of influ-

ence exist. However, they also asserted that funder and poli-

cy community collaboration is ultimately better for grantees 

and the field. one foundation representative stated:

“the role of the foundation is to bring people together, to 

gather ideas and to figure out what the next steps are. if 

we didn’t talk to one another, we wouldn’t be effective. in 

any field, the folks in the field talk to each other.”
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and in specific response to the Chronicle article, another 

foundation representative described collaboration as 

necessary for results: “no one foundation can complete 

the agenda. We have to co-fund a lot to reach the goals 

we want.” the foundation continues to play a leading role, 

relative to peer funders and policy-setting entities, to 

achieve impact.

strategy development is perceived as insufficiently 

involving underrepresented communities and as occur-

ring mostly through internal deliberations. 

the foundation’s strategy development process is per-

ceived as mostly accomplished through internal delibera-

tions rather than through engaging external stakeholders 

comprehensively or in a structured way. 

in developing the 2013–2016 strategic plan, senior founda-

tion representatives noted that internal discussions and 

debate were informed by the experience of staff as well 

as years of prior work by the foundation. they described 

executive staff developing strategies based on their exper-

tise and the cumulative conversations they have had with 

experts and partners over years. once an initial version had 

been developed, strategy directors and other staff were 

engaged in structured, iterative processes to refine the 

strategy. among some stakeholders, especially those from 

the policy community, drafts were “previewed” at half a 

dozen conferences. in some cases, specific meetings were 

held with state policy leaders. refinements were made to 

key elements, such as honing the meaning of a “quality 

credential.” metrics for select strategy elements were also 

developed in consultation with the foundation’s board. 

members of racial and ethnic minority communities de-

scribed a notable absence or unawareness of the founda-

tion in their communities, even in the strategy develop-

ment. two respondents, who work extensively in african 

american and Latino communities on a range of educa-

tional and social issues, indicated that they were not part 

of any strategy development. one emphasized the need 

for large foundations, including Lumina, to engage com-

munities in planning conversations to ensure that com-

munity members do not feel disconnected and negative 

about foundations. 

Finally, higher education faculty was another stakeholder 

group identified as being excluded from the foundation’s 

strategy development. one interviewed expert character-

ized the exclusion as “a recipe for really bad thinking.” 

observers have sympathized with these perceptions 

and have noted the foundation’s deliberate and stra-

tegic consideration to engage faculty less intensively 

table 2: has the foundation asked for feedback from you about its grantmaking strategies or practices  

in the last three years?

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 32.6% 42

no 67.4% 87
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than other groups given the foundation’s priorities. 

Even among program partners and researchers, per-

ceptions of a lack of inclusion in strategy development 

included: “no, not with me or anyone i know. … they do 

all the work internally,” and “they don’t listen to enough 

people.” these observations were generally supported 

by findings from ncrP’s grantee survey. more than two-

thirds of grantee respondents indicated that they had 

not been asked for feedback about grantmaking strate-

gies in the recent past (table 2).

the foundation has not emphasized engaging affected 

communities in the recent past and is better known for 

its policy advocacy approach. 

Lumina Foundation recently prioritized and highlighted 

working directly with and engaging communities. as part 

of its mobilizing efforts in its strategic plan, the foundation 

announced in december 2013 a new community mobiliza-

tion initiative targeting a first cohort of 20 metropolitan areas 

with a total investment of $4 million over three years.15 the 

table 3: which activities did your organization undertake in your program area?

response 
Percent

response 
count

internal capacity building or strategic 
planning 46.9% 61

Program development/implementation 85.4% 85

Leadership development 27.7% 36

civic engagement (encouraging people to 
get involved in the democratic process, e.g., 

conducting voter registration, education, 
get out the vote; promoting volunteerism; 

hosting community forums)

11.5% 15

community organizing (bringing individuals 
together to develop their leadership and collective 

power to hold public agencies and businesses 
accountable for addressing a common problem 

such as crime, pollution or failing schools)

16.9% 22

Policy advocacy (promoting specific ideas or 
policies with policy makers, through activities 

such as meetings with legislators, research, public 
education, litigation and media outreach)

46.9% 61

research 48.5% 63

Social services 3.8% 5

Provide training/technical assistance 37.7% 49

capital project 0.8% 1

marketing/communications 24.6% 32
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foundation intends to eventually reach more than 70 commu-

nities with additional funding. the new effort connects cities 

to significant technical and planning assistance, data, funding 

and access to networks of thought leaders. cities selected 

have already demonstrated momentum toward boosting 

attainment rates; thus, the foundation’s support is intended 

to expand and deepen existing work. the new emphasis has 

its seeds in other place-based efforts historically supported 

by Lumina. For example, the achieving the dream initiative 

and the foundation’s work with Strive, a community-based 

approach to supporting child success,16 have had character-

istics of on-the-ground mobilizing and partnering with local, 

institutional stakeholders. the new 20 metropolitan commu-

nity-oriented approach evolved from prior experiences and 

provides opportunities for further learning and development.

Foundation staff recognized that Lumina’s work in the re-

cent past has prioritized policy approaches at the national 

and state levels. they observed that with limited resources, 

investments at the policy level are likely to deliver greater 

impacts than through direct service grants. “We’ve been 

about national policy,” said one foundation representative. 

one executive also asserted that the foundation’s role is 

more to act as a catalyst and to build public will rather than 

direct on-the-ground services. 

Grantees shared in the perception that Lumina has given 

grants for policy advocacy activities more so than for com-

munity- or “street”-level activities such as services, civic 

engagement or community organizing (table 3). nonethe-

less, foundation staff characterized the foundation’s work, 

overall, as a good balance of policy and community-level 

approaches, and the metropolitan-focused work stands as 

an opportunity to learn about engaging local employers, 

workforce leaders, mayors, smaller nonprofit organizations 

and community-based organizations. 

the Latino Student Success (LSS) initiative is a current 

foundation initiative that utilizes a collective impact ap-

proach to directly engage communities already working 

on education issues. in one site, the community partner-

ship has been at work for more than 25 years; participants 

include community college faculty, four-year universities, 

the local united Way, students and families. the partner-

ship has facilitated development of transfer agreements, 

sharing of data, availability of scholarships and raising of 

awareness among families. the LSS initiative is designed to 

engage communities directly and has informed Lumina’s 

approach to its new metropolitan work. in particular, LSS 

has demonstrated the importance of working in commu-

nities where partnerships already exist or are nascent, of 

making extensive efforts to understand local needs, and of 

identifying how Lumina funding could boost plateauing 

efforts or otherwise add value. (See sidebar on Page 19.)

a range of stakeholders perceived the foundation’s hall-

mark approach to be engaging large policy and research 

entities, so reactions to the new place-based, metropolitan 

strategy ranged from “wait-and-see” to worry. one stake-

holder participating in one of the regional sites stated:

“i’m happy to see them move in that direction, but it’s 

too new to know. … this is new from my perspective.” 

a member from the funding community observed: 

“i think they started off with eight or nine places … and 

then all of sudden there’s a new 70-city focus … 70 is too 

big and too much. You can make a big splash but then 

what is the extent of real engaged and substantive work?” 

Experts who represent minority and low-income com-

munities generally welcomed the shift, but also sought 



The Latino Student Success (LSS) partner-
ships are designed as collaborations to 
strengthen efforts in key metropolitan 
areas showing promise in improving 
the postsecondary attainment of Latino 
students. Following two years of planning 
and consultation with other funders and 
members of Latino communities, Lumina 
Foundation for Education launched the 
LSS in November 2011. LSS invited ap-
plications and funded 13 partnerships in 
11 states; it made a total investment of 
$11.5 million over four years, with each 
site receiving $600,000.17 

Lumina Foundation funding has been used 
in LSS sites for planning and implementa-
tion of a range of projects to boost attain-
ment. Collaborative activities are generally 
aligned with a “collective impact” model 
that includes: having a common agenda, 
using shared measurement systems, work-
ing with a lead or “backbone” organization 
and implementing mutually reinforcing 
activities. The approach intends to organize 
and mobilize the assets within a communi-
ty to take coordinated action for transfor-
mational change. Illustrative projects from 
select sites are: developing K12-to-college 

transfer and transition issues, improving 
developmental courses designed to move 
students more efficiently toward credit-
bearing courses, and employing the use 
of common data systems to better track 
education and career success. 

The foundation has partnered with 
Excelencia in Education to serve as an 
intermediary organization to offer techni-
cal assistance to the 13 sites. Excelencia 
is a national nonprofit organization that 
aims to accelerate higher education 
success for Latino students by providing 
data-driven analysis of the educational 
status of these students and by develop-
ing effective policies, engaging diverse 
stakeholders and enhancing responses 
to serve Latino and all students. Another 
key partner is the Foundation Strategy 
Group (FSG), whose role is to provide 
evaluation support to each site. 

In press releases, Lumina cited the in-
creasing significance of supporting Latino 
communities to achieve greater rates 
of college attainment towards meeting 
Lumina Foundation’s Goal 2025 of 60 
percent of Americans with some form 

of college completion. By 2025, half of 
the nation’s workers, or more than 50 
million, will be of Latino descent. Fur-
thermore, Latinos represent the largest 
and fastest-growing minority population 
group in the United States. 

One exemplary LSS site is Santa Ana Col-
lege (SAC). SAC received funding in 2011 
to create a guaranteed admission pathway 
to California State University Fullerton and 
to the University of California Irvine. SAC’s 
program serves one of the nation’s com-
munities that is almost entirely Latino (more 
than 90 percent) and expects to achieve an 
80 percent overall college-going rate from its 
feeder high school district and an 80 percent 
associate degree completion rate. The Santa 
Ana program engages Latino families, local 
businesses and postsecondary institutions 
to elevate Latino college attainment. Col-
laboration across educational institutions in 
Santa Ana has been in place for more than 
30 years, and key actors have great depth 
and capacity for collaboration. Lumina’s 
funding has facilitated advanced project 
implementation stages with a focus on dem-
onstrating early attainment results among 
student cohorts.  n
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latino stUdent sUCCess initiatiVe

lss sites
 Arizona  Phoenix College

 California  Long Beach City College, 
Santa Ana College

 Florida  Miami Dad College

 Georgia  Armstrong Atlantic State 
University

 Kentucky  Bluegrass Community and 
Technical College

 New Mexico  University of New Mexico

 New York  The Hispanic Federation

 North Carolina  Hispanics in Philanthropy

 Tennessee  The Tennessee Higher 
Education Commission

 Texas  The San Antonio Education 
Partnership, Southwest 
Texas Junior College

Parent volunteers from Padres Promotores de la Educación out in the Santa Ana community. Photo courtesy of 
The Santa Ana Partnership.
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greater clarity on how the foundation intends to engage 

and work with communities, as well as the types of orga-

nizations to be selected. one representative of a national 

ethnic-based organization stated, “From the outside, it’s 

clear they care … but i don’t see the specifics in there.” 

and another reflected:

 “i’ve never known Lumina to fund the community to 

make systems better. Lumina has made their bets on 

the inside players and policy think tanks rather than stu-

dents and communities. i could be wrong, but i’ve not 

seen a lot of our [racial justice] partners get funding.” 

Finally, while the new strategy appears to focus more 

attention on communities directly, at least four experts 

questioned the level of investment and observed that 

$200,000 in each community over multiple years is very 

small relative to the foundation’s overall portfolio, and is 

unlikely to bring about deep change.

an analysis of grants data showed that Lumina Foundation 

committed significant financial amounts to marginalized 

populations18 and for social justice purposes in 2008-2010. 

Lumina’s giving nearly met ncrP recommendations and ex-

ceeded national averages. using the latest available data from 

the Foundation center, ncrP estimated that Lumina Founda-

tion committed 46 percent of its total grantmaking dollars to 

the economically disadvantaged, ethnic and racial minorities, 

and women and girls.19 ncrP encourages grantmakers to 

provide at least 50 percent of grant dollars to benefit under-

served communities, and the 2011 national average was 42 

percent.20 Lumina also granted 21 percent of its dollars for 

social justice purposes.21 ncrP encourages grantmakers to 

provide at least 25 percent of grant dollars for advocacy, orga-

nizing and civic engagement to promote equity, opportunity 

and justice.22 the 2011 national average was 12 percent. 

the newly launched community partnerships for at-

tainment (cpa) builds on prior place-based work, but 

stakeholders expressed concern that as a national 

funder, the foundation may not be best positioned for 

place-based work.

 the recently announced community Partnerships for at-

tainment (cPa) grant program, which currently involves 20 

metropolitan areas, reflects Lumina Foundation’s enhanced 

interests in community-based, multi-sector efforts where 

coordinated and aligned work reflects a common agenda 

and use of data to inform decision-making. the grant 

program also highlights the role of cities in supporting 

economic prosperity.23 the foundation’s cPa program tar-

gets areas that are already taking steps to address postsec-

ondary attainment and that have been recommended by 

a variety of national organizations working in key com-

munities.24 the effort also intends to build on lessons from 

the Latino Student Success initiative (LSS) and to bring LSS 

sites into the cPa effort. 

Grantees and other partners interviewed during this 

review noted some of the challenges in developing strate-

gies, coordinating LSS and cPa sites, selecting sites and 

implementing evaluation measures. three partners noted 

that LSS sites were not brought into conversations in de-

veloping the effort or with potential cPa partners until late 

in the process. one partner described the development of 

the strategy and said: 

“i don’t think the community has been very involved in 

the creation of the strategy. … We would never have 

designed it in the way they did. … they did not select 

communities that had a strategy; they selected sites if 

they could get other funders.” 
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another described an initial lack of cultural perspective: 

“Some of us felt that there was not enough Latino  

expertise around the room. i felt there was a lack of  

Latino relevance.”

With respect to LSS and cPa site coordination, two site 

representatives expressed concern about integrating the 

two efforts. one partner stated, “i don’t feel our site was 

included in that [cPa] partnership, and i didn’t even learn 

that they were putting together a proposal until a few days 

before it was due.” 

Finally, two sites noted the need to introduce the evalua-

tion tool developed by a third-party evaluator earlier on or 

to allow its customization. 

in considering ways to improve collaboration between LSS 

and cPa sites, one partner suggested:

“You don’t have the authentic relationships in some 

cases … the foundation has an opportunity to think 

more, go slower, be more intentional and recognize 

community dynamics. … i wish we had been more 

involved in the early stages of it.”

and one site representative suggested being more 

intentional about choosing a range of sites that are on a 

spectrum of “early” to “mature” and distilling and sharing 

lessons learned among the sites. 

While a number of key challenges were raised, interviewed 

grantees expressed appreciation and great admiration for 

the foundation’s “not waiting for a perfect pathway” and for 

seeding what is a long-distance journey.

outcoMes and iMpact
the foundation is praised for making strong early prog-

ress in raising awareness of the need for postsecondary 

completion, but beneficiary outcomes remain modest. 

consistently, respondents in interviews and grantee sur-

veys identified the foundation’s biggest success as bringing 

attention to the need for higher levels of college attain-

ment. the foundation won credit and praise for increasing 

the awareness of the dismal rate of college completion and 

how critical higher education is to national and local suc-

cess. Experts point to the use of thought leadership, policy 

networks, dissemination of research and context setting 

as effective ways the foundation has set the agenda and 

framed the problem. one program partner observed: 

“When you look at large foundations, even though strat-

egies change, they’ve [Lumina] stayed in this space and 

hammered on these issues for low-income populations. 

they made sure there was a table to gather around 

when it comes to access and completion.” 

Lumina’s consistent and long-term dedication to post-

secondary issues has enabled its success in setting the 

national higher education agenda. one policy expert said, 

“Lumina Foundation has done an extraordinary job of 

creating urgency around one simple concept: improve the 

number of people with high quality credentials.”

Foundation staff also identified Lumina’s role in bringing 

awareness to degree completion as a major success. one 

foundation executive observed that early in the founda-

tion’s history, the main focus was on access and opportu-

nity. Lumina has subsequently changed the conversation 

to address credential completion and even learning and 

employment. 
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another major success identified by foundation staff was 

the achieving the dream initiative, which brought to the 

forefront the importance of community colleges, especially 

to improve equity for underserved communities. Founda-

tion representatives emphasized that while focusing on en-

rolling underrepresented students in elite institutions may 

be important to others, Lumina’s work with community 

colleges reflects a focus on expanding opportunities – “the 

whole pie” – for diverse populations. this emphasis not 

only reflects the foundation’s systemic and equity orienta-

tion but also an acknowledgement of the practical realities 

of targeting populations to achieve the numeric goals of 

Goal 2025. according to a grantee:

“until Lumina Foundation put a spotlight on this goal, 

it was an under-represented issue. the numerical goal 

helped us rally around something. it was very good 

thing to have a discrete target.”  

With respect to early policy and program outcomes, results 

are modest. the president of the united States, his administra-

tion and some states have adopted similar college attainment 

policy goals.25 one stakeholder observed that in the state of 

indiana, Lumina has been very influential in establishing the 

target rate of 60 percent completion by 2025 and stated: “Just 

putting the call out there to the states and setting an ambi-

tious goal has changed the conversation. … if you look at our 

strategic plan, Lumina was very influential in that plan.” 

the achieving the dream initiative has generated some 

positive outcomes among participating students; how-

ever, results in some content areas, such as completion of 

developmental math, showed no improvement.26 a more 

focused study on one participating community college 

site also revealed modest positive results in grades, college 

retention and credits earned.27 

Significant questions regarding outcomes and impacts 

remain. interviewed experts speculated about whether 

or not long-term outcomes (college completion statistics) 

have actually increased, and there is a strong desire among 

those interviewed for credible analysis and reporting of 

actual results. at least five experts raised questions regard-

ing how the foundation’s work will address not just the 

numbers of adults completing degrees but also the quality 

and meaning of those degrees. 

While the foundation, in its strategic plans, described high-

quality credentials as “having well-defined and transpar-

ent learning outcomes that provide clear pathways to 

further education and employment,”28 experts worried that 

some certificates or credentials do not lead to learning or 

employment with the likelihood of promotions. also, some 

definitions that link quality to salaries can be very mislead-

ing because some degrees compensate poorly early on 

in students’ careers but may eventually become lucrative 

(e.g., biology or pre-med). Some experts appreciated that 

the foundation is even seeking to define quality, and it 

appears to be focusing resources on a “second-generation 

degree qualifications profile.” While the field grapples with 

these challenges, three experts expressed the concern that 

institutions, especially those serving low-income and racial 

and ethnic minority communities, might resort to selec-

tive admissions (“creaming”) or to simply pushing students 

through to graduation to boost completion numbers.

among grantees surveyed, more than 80 percent of 130 

respondents believed that the foundation was having an 

impact in their program area (table 4). the majority of 

grantees (82 percent) also strongly or somewhat agreed 

that the foundation’s strategies are likely to achieve the 

foundation’s intended objectives (table 5), and that the 

foundation’s strategies would likely achieve more equitable 
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outcomes (79 percent, table 5) and greater access to op-

portunities for populations served (82 percent, table 5). 

the foundation has been highly effective in collaborat-

ing with other major funders and policy entities to raise 

awareness toward its goals; the quality of the founda-

tion’s collective approaches with other sectors varies. 

as described earlier, Lumina Foundation has been very ef-

fective in working with large funders and education policy 

agencies to establish college completion goals. other foun-

dations, such as the Gates Foundation, the Kresge Founda-

tion and the u.S. department of Education share similar 

goals, funding partners and strategies. this collaboration 

focuses attention, helps prioritize and marshal funding, 

and streamlines grantmaking processes among funders 

and grantees. Simultaneously, this close collaboration is 

perceived by critics as “too close” or, even worse, “colluding 

behind closed doors” to the detriment of democracy. 

in response, one foundation representative noted that 

change would be much greater if there were collusion: “i 

don’t know if there’s undue influence, but if there were, i 

think you would see a lot more movement in d.c.” 

tables 4 & 5: grantee perspectives on impact, likelihood of achieving objectives, equitable outcomes  

and greater access.

taBle 4: do you think the foundation is having impact in the program area you are working on and, if so, what evidence do you see 
that the foundation is making a difference?

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 82.3% 107

no 3.1% 4

i don’t 
know 14.6% 19

taBle 5: to what extent to you agree the foundation’s new strategies in your program area are:

Strongly  
agree

Somewhat 
agree

Somewhat 
disagree

Strongly  
disagree

i don’t  
Know n/a rating  

average

Likely to achieve the foundation’s intended objectives in the program area?

42.3%  
(55)

39.2%  
(51)

3.8%  
(5)

1.5%  
(2)

13.1%  
(17) – 2.96

Likely to achieve more equitable outcomes for the populations served?

40.0%  
(52)

39.2%  
(51)

4.6% 
(6)

0.8% 
(1)

10.0%  
(13)

5.4%  
(7) 2.88

Likely to achieve greater access to opportunities for the populations served?

46.9%  
(61)

34.6%  
(45)

5.4%  
(7)

0.0%  
(0)

10.0%  
(13)

3.1%  
(4) 3.02

n = 130
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other funding partners dismissed these concerns as 

distractions and pointed to strict internal controls imple-

mented by foundations’ general counsels preventing staff 

from crossing ethical or lobbying boundaries. 

Finally, Lumina Foundation staff and their funder peers 

noted that to whatever extent there is collaboration, they 

find it to be on the side of “right,” in service to those drowned 

out by industry associations and in the face of the reality 

that in any sector, networks and influence are always at play.

With regard to other types of organizations and social sec-

tors, Lumina has had varied experiences. it has had strong 

ties with educational institutions and nonprofit organiza-

tions, emerging relations with the business sector and a 

contested relationship with the media. table 6 summarizes 

grantees responses that illustrate these trends. Given the 

nature of its mission, Lumina Foundation has partnered 

extensively with large minority-serving institutions (i.e., 

historically black colleges and universities, Hispanic serving 

institutions, and tribal colleges and universities), community 

colleges and entities implementing innovative education 

delivery models, such as Western Governors university, a 

nonprofit, competency-based, online university that offers 

bachelor’s and master’s degrees. more than 80 percent of re-

spondents perceived working relationships with educational 

institutions to be “very” or “somewhat effective.” 

Grantees reported that nonprofit organizations had effec-

tive working relationships with Lumina Foundation. of 102 

grantees, a strong majority (83 percent) indicated that the 

foundation worked “very” or “somewhat effectively” with 

nonprofits. Survey respondents noted that the most effec-

tive aspects of working with the foundation were the qual-

ity of communication, the program staff and collaborating 

and convening events. Grantees specifically noted that the 

table 6: how effectively has the foundation been working with the following types of organizations to achieve the

foundation’s goals?

Very  
Effectively

Somewhat 
Effectively

not Very 
Effectively

completely
ineffectively

i don’t
Know

rating
average

rating
count

Business 14.6% 
(19)

23.8%  
(31)

6.2%  
(8)

0.8%  
(1)

54.6%  
(71) 1.43 130

Educational institutions 51.5%  
(67)

31.5%  
(41)

3.1%  
(4)

0.0%  
(0) 

13.8%  
(18) 3.07 130

Government 30.8%  
(40)

31.5%  
(41) 

4.6%  
(6)

0.0%  
(0)

33.1%  
(43) 2.27 130

media 38.8%  
(50)

21.7%  
(28)

6.2% 
(8)

0.0%  
(0)

33.3%  
(43) 2.33 129

nonprofits 45.4%  
(59)

33.1%  
(43)

2.3%  
(3)

0.8%  
(1)

18.5%  
(24) 2.86 130

Philanthropy 39.5%  
(51) 

24.0%  
(31)

1.6%  
(2)

0.0%  
(0)

34.9%  
(45) 2.33 129
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clarity of the foundation’s goals was helpful in defining an 

appropriate scope of work. 

While the foundation is perceived to work effectively with 

nonprofits, at least three interviewed grantees noted the 

need for further development and coordination of collec-

tive impact efforts in metropolitan areas, and five stake-

holders noted that Lumina Foundation has not tended to 

work directly with grassroots organizations or community-

based organizations, including those that serve underrep-

resented communities. 

as seen in table 6, relationships with businesses were per-

ceived as less effective, or unknown; about half of respon-

dents answered “i don’t know.” one foundation representa-

tive noted that the newly initiated metropolitan strategy will 

engage chambers of commerce, employers and mayors in 

partnership with education and community organizations 

and will provide opportunities for learning and evolution.

Partnerships with the media were perceived mostly as 

“very” or “somewhat effective;” however, media experts 

conveyed wide-ranging opinions about the foundation’s 

role. one media expert working for an organization with 

policy perspectives similar to those of Lumina Foundation 

expressed high praise for the foundation being upfront 

about its goals and values: 

“For us, it’s a great partnership. We’re not being told 

one way or another. We’ve never experienced censor-

ship. …they don’t pretend to be about pure journalism 

and whatever people want to do. they are investing in 

journalism that advances their goal.”

another media expert said, bluntly: 

“i am very uncomfortable of their funding journalism.  

… Everything we know about how they are with their 

grantees is that they are very directive. … if you’re de-

pendent on that work, you can’t afford to offend them 

too much.” 

a foundation executive clarified Lumina’s role in funding 

journalism, stating, “Every media partner is guaranteed edito-

rial independence.” another foundation representative stated 

that operating grants are reserved for some entities, including 

media organizations, to develop their capacities to cover higher 

education stories but never to influence the actual writing. 

foundation staff periodically consider data in strategy 

discussions; however, external partners lacked aware-

ness of the foundation’s use of data or grantee feed-

back for strategy adjustments. 

Foundation staff described at least two frequent, struc-

tured ways in which data and feedback were used to 

consider ongoing progress. one foundation executive 

described metrics used in foundation processes to guide 

strategy and work. the metrics are in three categories or 

“levels” that reflect varying degrees of control or influence 

by the foundation. For example, Level 1 metrics represent 

broad goals, such as degree attainment, and other level 

metrics represent the specific work of grantees. these 

metrics are tracked regularly, and some are reported to 

the board to generally guide strategy conversations. other 

metrics are used by program officers and grantees to for-

mulate grant agreements or to update the executive team 

on progress. a second way in which information is consid-

ered is at an organization-wide level through a “learning 

agenda” with a series of themed all-staff learning events 

twice a quarter. topics addressed in the past have included 

the connection of the new strategic plan to each staff 
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member’s role, the degree qualifications profile, equity, im-

migration and timely topics being considered by the foun-

dation’s cEo. in one specific instance, an external expert on 

equity in higher education was brought in to present and 

facilitate discussions among staff. one foundation repre-

sentative recalled the benefit of the event, saying: 

“We looked at each strategy with the directors and 

looked at how we saw equity taking place in 2013 and 

then through 2016. … talking about it in this was really 

healthy.” 

three interviewed stakeholders recognized that Lumina is 

intentionally a learning organization with a strong evalu-

ation culture, and that the foundation provides structured 

and regular opportunities for staff to consider data or 

observations from the field. one expert recounted, “i think 

they are a learning organization, but if they’ve specifically 

asked and acted on information, i have not seen that hap-

pen.” and a peer funder observed:

 “Everything they do is grounded in data … but i don’t 

know along the way if they have continuous feedback 

loops. … they do participate in the center for Effective 

Philanthropy review, but i don’t know if they made any 

changes because of that data.” 

no interviewed experts could identify specific instances of 

strategy modifications based on feedback or data. among 

the 33 percent of grantees surveyed who responded that 

the foundation had asked for their feedback, almost all (88 

percent) answered “i don’t know” regarding whether the 

foundation had made changes to its strategies or practices 

based on that feedback (table 7).

table 7: has the foundation made changes to its strategies or practices based on your feedback?

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 9.5% 4

no 2.4% 1

i don’t 
know 88.1% 37

table 8: how effective has your partnership with this foundation been compared to partnerships you have had 

with other grantmakers?

Very 
Effective

Somewhat
Effective

not Very
Effective

completely
ineffective

i don’t  
Know

rating  
average

70.8% (92) 23.1% (30) 4.6% (6) 0.8% (1) 0.8% (1) 3.62

n = 130
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partnerships with grantees
grantees overwhelmingly viewed lumina foundation 

as a highly effective partner, primarily because of high 

quality relationships with staff and collaborative activi-

ties with partners. 

nearly all of the survey respondents viewed their relation-

ship with the foundation as effective (table 8). as one 

grantee noted:

“i think they do a better job than any other. … they 

have gone well beyond what any other organization 

would ever consider is reasonable in trying to assist and 

to better understand where their constituents are.” 

the most frequently reported factors that contributed to 

an effective partnership included: 

 � communication: the foundation’s purpose is singular 

and clear, allowing grant seekers to determine if they 

are or are not within the scope of the foundation’s 

funding; clear and firm on desired outcomes, while 

flexible on approaches to achieve goals. a grantee 

said, “most effective was a shared understanding that 

progress toward policy change may not be linear and 

that tactics have to be adjusted to make the most of 

external conditions.” 

 � staff Quality: Program staff are well-liked and re-

spected, seeking dialogue, perceived as self-aware and 

humble, and supportive of grantees. a grantee shared: 

“our program officer spent time with us to help us con-

tinue to build a bigger vision and increase our impact.” 

 � collaboration and convenings: the foundation 

brings grantees and other stakeholders together, helps 

build networks and supports or requires collaboration. 

one grantee noted: “there is a collaborative iterative 

spirit about the work that is essential to continued 

growth. topical convenings are of immense value.”  

Grantees also reported factors that contributed to diminished 

partnership effectiveness. overall though, three surveyed 

grantees perceived the foundation to be “not very effective” 

and one rated it as “completely ineffective.” Frequently cited 

factors contributing to “less effectiveness” were:

 � communication: this included irregularity, unclear ex-

pectations on required collaboration, unclear alignment of 

purpose and lack of feedback on reports. one grantee not-

ed: “there were limited check-ins and partner meetings. 

We needed more contact with the foundation.” another 

grantee said, “i would have loved to have more engage-

ment surrounding dissemination of the final product.”

 � grant application: this included the grant application 

process and goal setting. Specific shortcomings in-

cluded efforts to align mutual goals as problematic and 

excessive iteration on grant application. one grantee 

said, “it took a mighty long time to go from concept pa-

per to proposal to grant.” another described “reworking 

ad nauseam of the original grant application.”

 � staff continuity: this included frequent staffing 

changes, different or multiple points of contact to 

discuss progress and added layer of management sub-

sequent to grant award. one grantee noted, “Lumina’s 

organizational changes made it harder to maintain 

continuous relationships.”

 � collaboration and convenings: this included lack 

of collaboration on strategy, lack of integration with 

other projects and instances when third-party coordi-

nators were not helpful or got in the way. one grantee 

said, “there was an occasional lack of notable coor-

dination across efforts that should be related and are 

complementary.”
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table 9: has the foundation provided your organization any support, either monetary or nonmonetary  

for the following? if so, please rate its usefulness.

Very  
useful

Somewhat 
useful

not Very 
useful

not at all
useful n/a rating

average

Brought us together with other stakehold-
ers to work on a common issue

68.2%  
(88)

13.2%  
(17)

0.0%  
(0)

1.6%  
(2)

17.1%  
(22) 3.79

invited us to funder convenings  
to share and discuss our work

48.8%  
(63)

10.1%  
(13)

1.6%  
(2)

0.8%  
(1)

38.8%  
(50) 3.75

Provided opportunities for us  
to learn from our peers

55.0%  
(71)

14.7%  
(19)

3.1%  
(4)

1.6%  
(2)

25.6%  
(33) 3.66

Provided us with access to other donors 12.4%  
(16)

20.9%  
(27)

3.9%  
(5)

2.3%  
(3)

60.5%  
(78) 3.10

Provided us with access to policymakers 21.7%  
(28)

20.2%  
(26)

5.4%  
(7)

1.6%  
(2)

51.2%  
(66) 3.27

Provided us with technical assistance/
capacity building

31.0%  
(40)

17.1%  
(22)

3.1%  
(4)

2.3%  
(3)

46.5%  
(60) 3.43

other 6.2%  
(8)

1.6%  
(2)

0.8%  
(1)

0.0%  
(0)

91.5%  
(118) 3.64

n = 129

table 10: think about the outcome measures the foundation employs to evaluate its grantees. have these 

measures been relevant and useful for your work?

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 82.2% 106

no 17.8% 23

table 11: has the foundation provided sufficient guidance and resources to enable you to fulfill the outcomes 

measurement requirements for your grant?

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 86.8% 112

no 13.2% 17
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in the course of conducting interviews, ncrP learned of a 

handful of past instances when partners perceived founda-

tion leadership failing to live up to high standards of re-

spect and inclusion. the foundation’s previous administra-

tors, most of whom have left the foundation, were cited as 

responsible. interviewed stakeholders acknowledged that 

the foundation’s current leadership had extended efforts 

to repair a few of these relationships, gaining back respect 

and even admiration. 

the foundation is generally praised for its relationships 

with grantees and for their support “beyond the check.” 

most notably, the foundation’s leadership, in attracting 

attention to a common goal – college attainment – has 

been a boon for organizations with similar goals. Bringing 

stakeholders together around a common issue was the 

highest rated form of useful non-monetary support at 68 

percent (table 9). other highly valued types of support 

included opportunities for grantees to learn from peers (55 

percent) and invitations to funder convenings to share and 

discuss work (49 percent). Grantees also expressed appre-

ciation for the foundation’s efforts to engage the media on 

related topics and to maintain regular, high quality contact 

with grantees on progress. Some grantees expressed dis-

satisfaction on these very same dimensions, and a consis-

tent request among respondents was for the foundation to 

connect grantees with other funders. 

the foundation conducts evaluation practices in ways 

that are widely seen as relevant and appropriate 

among grantees; furthermore, grantees reported that 

the foundation provided guidance and the needed 

resources to measure outcomes. 

Given the foundation’s focused attention on a numeric 

goal of college attainment and its overall strategic ap-

proach, evaluation plays a key role in grantee relations. 

among surveyed grantees, more than 80 percent (table 

10) reported that measures used were relevant and useful 

to their work. Grantees also perceived measurement and 

reporting requirements to be appropriate to the size of 

their grant at 84 percent and to the size and capacity of 

their organizations at 87 percent (table 11). one grantee 

expressed being very satisfied with the measures used in 

their grant: 

“i was happy, as a grantee, that they worked with us 

to develop metrics. they are so focused on their goal, 

so when they select you as a grantee, they are open to 

working with that organization’s culture.” 

Foundation staff also described their practice of engag-

ing grantees in evaluation. one foundation representative 

described the process: 

“We always have dialogue with a potential grantee 

before putting pen to paper. … We have to negotiate 

indicators and make sure they are aligned to internal 

metrics and to Goal 2025.” 

another foundation representative noted that while evalu-

ation is key, processes are flexible and dealt with on case-

by-case situation with involvement by the foundation’s 

evaluation staff. 

“there are not set rules. as evaluation professionals, our 

evaluation director and her colleagues would think it [evalu-

ation plan] through and provide their professional opinions.” 

the foundation has sponsored professional external evalu-

ators to review major initiatives. mdrc and SPEc associ-
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ates have conducted studies of the achieving the dream 

initiative and a seven-state policy initiative, respectively.

one aspect of using evaluation that requires additional 

exploration is how the foundation consults with grantees 

about outcome measures used for evaluation. Survey re-

sponses were divided with respect to whether the founda-

tion consulted grantees. about half said “yes” and half said 

“no” (table 12). Possible explanations include: consultation 

did not occur because certain student outcome measures 

were “givens” or “understood” as being dictated by federal 

and state reporting requirements, or some research grants 

concluded with a deliverable (e.g., a report) and did not re-

quire outcome measures. in contrast, some policy and advo-

cacy grants were context specific and required customized 

measures; hence, consultation was needed and occurred.

other effectiVe practices and 
goVernance
the foundation is exemplary in its provision of multi-

year funding; it can do more to advance effective prac-

tices and good governance. 

Lumina Foundation approaches but still falls short of 

ncrP’s recommendations for effective practices and good 

governance. as noted in greater detail below, additional 

attention can be given to offering more general operating 

support, greater payout amounts of grants-only dollars, 

and board and staff diversity. Progress in these areas will 

enhance the foundation’s effectiveness as well as its exter-

nal relationships. 

 � general operating support. Lumina Foundation com-

mitted about 1 percent of its grant funds for general 

operating support from 2008–2010, according to ncrP 

analyses of Foundation center data. among surveyed 

grantees, 25 percent, representing a range of organiza-

tional types and sizes, indicated they received general 

operating support. among general operating support 

recipients, elements of an effective partnership with 

the foundation included flexibility, open communica-

tion with foundation staff and collaboration with other 

projects, organizations and funders.  

a foundation representative explained that the 

foundation did not have a policy on general operat-

ing support, and that each request is considered on a 

case-by-case basis. in principle, the foundation seeks 

to support the growth of select organizations without 

over-influencing their direction. Examples of organi-

zations receiving general operating grants are inde-

pendent Sector and media organizations requesting 

organizational capacity development. ncrP recom-

mends that foundations provide at least 50 percent 

of grant dollars for general operating support.29 Given 

that Lumina Foundation often funds large educational 

institutions to achieve targeted aims, general support 

grants may not be appropriate in many instances. the 

median foundation share of giving for general operat-

table 12: has the foundation consulted with you about the outcome measures used to evaluate your organization? 

response 
Percent

response 
count

Yes 49.6% 64

no 50.4% 65
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ing support was 7 percent in 2011 as reported by the 

Foundation center.

 � Multi-year funding. the foundation has invested from 

59 to 92 percent of grant funds in multi-year grants in 

the years 2004–2009. in 2009,30 the most recent year 

with available data, Lumina Foundation invested 88 

percent. ncrP recommends that foundations invest 

50 percent of its grants dollars as multi-year grants.31 

doing so allows nonprofits to build and strengthen 

their infrastructure, increase effectiveness and invest in 

leadership development and organizational capacity. 

the average among funders in 2011 was 29 percent. 

 � payout rate. Lumina Foundation’s overall payout rate, 

including qualifying operational and administrative 

expenses, averaged 5.8 percent from 2008 to 2012 ac-

cording to ncrP’s analyses of 900-PF asset and expense 

data. Foundation representatives reported an overall 

payout rate of 5.9 percent over the 2009 to 2011 time 

span. the foundation intentionally paid out at higher 

rates than the federally mandated minimum of 5 per-

cent during the financial crisis to ensure that grantees 

were not negatively affected or paid less. in recent 

years, the foundation’s management has had ongoing 

conversations about letting the mission drive payout. 

in other words, if staff see high value opportunities and 

supportive environmental conditions, the board would 

be willing to release necessary funds, even beyond 5 

percent, to achieve its mission. thus far in 2014, no such 

opportunities have arisen. ncrP encourages a grants-

only payout rate of 6 percent or more.32

 � Mission-related investing. Lumina Foundation has 

dedicated up to 2 percent of its asset base for mission-

related investing. no program-related investments (Pri) 

have been made yet. in 2010, Lumina led the establish-

ment of and invested in a postsecondary education fund, 

the new markets Education Fund. ncrP encourages 

foundations to invest 25 percent of their assets as mris. 

 � Board composition and staff diversity. the board of 

directors has diversified significantly since the founda-

tion’s establishment in 2000. Four experts observed 

that the foundation’s early board members had direct 

ties to the student loan industry and were demographi-

cally homogeneous. the board’s early composition was 

shaped, in part, by drawing from existing legal entities 

in order to create the conversion foundation. as of 2013, 

three of 11 board members are black or Latino and five 

of 11 are women. the current board represents a broad-

er range of interests, genders and racial and ethnic 

backgrounds, but one stakeholder noted the need for 

more community representatives to give greater cred-

ibility to the foundation’s equity and community mo-

bilization rhetoric. ncrP does not recommend a target 

number or minimum number of minorities or women 

on boards of directors or among staff; however, in one 

industry study, having three or more minority members 

on a board was associated with higher perceptions of 

equal opportunity for influence.33 

as of april 2014, among seven senior foundation execu-

tive team members, two are black and one is Latino. of 

the seven, six are female. Lumina Foundation had 53 

staff at the time of this review. interviewed stakeholders, 

including two funder peers, also questioned if founda-

tion staff had the requisite experience and credibility 

among community-based organizations to guide com-

munity mobilization efforts. 

 � Board compensation. Board members each received 

from $23,000 to $37,000 in compensation in 2012 for 

their service. one expert questioned why board mem-

bers were typically wealthy individuals or compen-

sated when the foundation does not fund-raise. ncrP 

recommends that board members serve voluntarily. if 

some compensation is to be provided, ncrP recom-
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mends no more than $8,000 per member.

 � transparency. the foundation did post its 990s and 

audited financial statements for years 2009–2012 on 

its website. during this report’s review period, Lumina 

Foundation did not post its conflict of interest policy, 

code of conduct policy, whistleblower procedures or 

executive compensation procedures on its website.34 

the Foundation center lacks data from Lumina Foun-

dation for the years 2011 and 2012 regarding general 

operating support grants, multi-year grants, grants to 

underserved populations and grants for social justice. 

However, a foundation representative indicated that 

the foundation intends to submit these data.
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1. continue strategies and practices the foundation 

is doing well. maintain focus on clear, measureable 

goals. continue momentum at state and national 

policy levels to draw policymakers’ attention to col-

lege completion and equity. continuing to serve as 

a thought leader will aid in realigning system actors 

toward Goal 2025. 

2. heed stakeholders’ concerns, retool the founda-

tion’s role and bolster its funding and capacity to 

effectively support community-based work. dis-

tinguish levels of readiness and maturity for collective 

impact among metropolitan communities. determine 

needs and provide resources to ensure approaches are 

culturally appropriate. Provide customized levels of 

technical assistance and funding, especially to ensure 

that intended beneficiary populations can meaning-

fully participate in shaping and implementing sustain-

able strategies. Build continuity among foundation 

staff and coordinate staff working on overlapping 

strategies in the same geographies. recognize the 

foundation’s limits as a national funder and prioritize 

deep site engagement over breadth. Building the 

foundation’s knowledge, networks and capacity for 

fostering community partnerships in metropolitan 

areas will ensure that its place-based efforts add value 

to existing local initiatives.

3. strengthen strategies that will effectively engage 

targeted beneficiary populations in achieving goal 

2025. Partner with community organizing leaders as 

well as national advocacy organizations to ensure that 

community perspectives are invited and heard, and 

identify ways that grassroots beneficiary engagement 

can accelerate progress toward Goal 2025.  

4. enlist credible voices to explain to external audi-

ences the foundation’s focus on both equitable 

access and quality educational outcomes. Enlisting 

credible postsecondary institution actors to explain 

the issue of ensuring high-quality degrees, certifi-

cates and credentials while also boosting attainment 

numbers will facilitate alignment among partners. ap-

plying effective communications strategies, including 

among equity-focused and targeted constituencies, 

will ensure that stakeholders see the foundation as a 

trusted partner committed to similar goals and, thus, 

are willing to align efforts accordingly. 

5. create structured and targeted opportunities for 

stakeholders’ input to inform strategy adjustments. 

communicate to partners how the input was used and 

what changes were considered or made. involving 

partners in revising strategies will contribute to under-

standing how strategies relate to one another, what 

strategies provide opportunities for innovation and 

learning, provide better coordination among program 

staff who lead specific strategies and reinforce atten-

tion to long-term goals.

reCommendations
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6. implement effective grantmaking practices such as 

increasing grants payout to achieve a bold agenda. 

Lumina Foundation should significantly increase grant 

payout dollars to achieve its highly ambitious 2025 

postsecondary attainment goals. ncrP recommends 

that foundations pay out at least 6 percent in grants 

only, but a higher rate may be needed to achieve such 

bold aims. additional funding over longer periods of 

time to metropolitan and community partnership sites 

can support capacity and leadership development 

among partner organizations and targeted beneficia-

ries, increase impact and build partners’ confidence 

in a sustainable strategy. develop and implement 

guidelines for general operating support; provide core 

support to organizations of appropriate scale and at 

early stages of growth to ensure foundation funding 

has impact.
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ConClUsion

Lumina Foundation for Education is on its way toward be-

ing an exemplar of high-impact philanthropy in its goals 

and strategies. the foundation is evolving and should 

continue developing strong communications strategies 

and well-balanced messages to frame its current goals, ap-

proaches and its role as a leader in postsecondary educa-

tional attainment within a larger ecosystem of actors. 

the cEo’s leadership and highly-valued staff are well-

regarded, especially among policy and think tank com-

munities, and are strong assets to the foundation. the 

metropolitan place-based approach offers a key opportu-

nity for stronger engagement with historically marginal-

ized communities, including low-income, racial and ethnic 

minorities, immigrants and others. the foundation can 

better establish and communicate its presence, increase 

resources for place-based work, seek feedback, further de-

velop foundation staff and hone sustainable strategies to 

engage affected communities and reach its ultimate goals 

of college attainment and social mobility. 

the foundation’s goals are the right ones, and its singular 

attention to higher education allows the foundation to 

commit long-term to its ambitious goal. Stakeholders urge 

the foundation to maintain its commitment to increasing 

postsecondary attainment for all americans, continue to 

listen well and build long-lasting relationships with the 

communities it intends to serve.
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appendiX

“iF You WErE cEo oF tHE Foundation …” 
top Six answers from Grantee Survey and illustrative comments 

which approaches would you continue to use? 

conVening
“there is a collaborative iterative spirit about the work that is essential to continued growth. topical convenings are of 

immense value.”

“annual cohort meetings and technical assistance for grants have been useful. i’d continue to provide these support 

mechanisms to grantees.”

coMMunications
“open discussions with grantees to craft grants that work for the foundation and the grantee.”

“We learn about good fit opportunities through regular communication with project officers and would continue to 

encourage and provide space for those relationships to develop.”

collaBoration
“i would continue to promote place-based, data driven collaborations and the stories/lessons learned at these sites to 

advocate for the high-level systems changes needed for improved student degree attainment.”

“the technical assistance and the theoretical approach to collective impact and collaborative work.”

staff
“continued ‘high touch’ with program officers.”

“i would continue the way that staff leaders work within and across each other’s’ primary strategic domains. they are 

naturally integrated and this dynamic reflects the way that the work has to happen on the ground as well.”

“maintain the caliber of staff – extremely collegial, smart, authentic and caring.”
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strategic plan
“alignment with the ‘big goal’ of college attainment.”

“i would continue the eight strategies that became central to the foundation’s work this past year. they reflect a lot of 

thought and experience, and deserve sufficient testing time before any changes are attempted.”

“Focus on college completion and focus on Latino student success.”

flexiBility in use of funds
“Funding planning and capacity building grants. there are too few of these and the ability to take time away from the 

everyday work to think creatively about how we can change our work to improve it is invaluable.”

“Focus on college completion, multi-year commitments, flexibility, support for the expansions of successful programs.”

what would you do differently to increase the foundation’s impact? 

conVening
“Possibly convening more frequent ‘gatherings’ in conjunction with major higher education meetings to communicate 

the foundation’s priorities, current funding profile and future plans.”

“i might find ways to engage in a broader public dialogue about higher education. So often with education, we’re 

always talking to each other, using terms and phrases that are industry-specific. However, trying to reach the ‘everyman’ 

about why they should care and take action around these issues is quite different.”

coMMunications
“Ensure clearer communication about the foundation’s new strategies. really, the field is confused. Lead work to get to 

a parsimonious set of common, mission-appropriate metrics for measuring success.”

“For some grantees their approach is rigid. their approach is right and they are closed to the work of others. increased 

focus on aspects of the work rather than the brand would be helpful.”

collaBoration
“coordinating with other foundations to reduce duplication in the field. and developing internal processes (or even 

contracts with external organizations) to help synthesize learning within portfolios to ensure that future work is well 

informed by previously funded work to move the field further and faster.”
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collaBoration  (continued)
“We need many more opportunities to connect with all the grantees, not just in our area, so we can continually learn 

about good practice, effective policy and research that links to our work.”

eValuation
“change reporting structures to a more flexible year-end report, based on the academic year, not fiscal year.”

“Have clearer interim measures for progress.”

policy iMpleMentation
“Build greater capacity within governors’ offices and in the capacity of other state leaders to enact good policy and 

support its implementation.”

“Spend more time and resources on practical application of activities and outcomes at the local grant level and less on 

statewide/national level. Yes, we need to move state and national policy, but good practices at the local level should 

drive that thinking.”

constituent engageMent
“i would focus on grassroots, specific schools districts, community partnerships/collaborations and parents. Big picture 

focus is valuable but until we take what we already know to the parents and educators in a meaningful way, with 

support for implementation or change, our parents and children will continue to struggle and not strive for a college/

workforce-ready education.”

“Broaden their reach with youth serving organizations. rethink the strategic focus.”
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prehensive reports conducted by highly regarded researchers assessing foundation grantmaking 

and operations. assessments include key findings and recommendations, along with in-depth 

analysis of foundations’ funding strategies and feedback from peer funders, nonprofit leaders, 

issue experts, community members and more.  By making these assessments public, Philamplify 

seeks to build a culture of transparency, mutual accountability and knowledge sharing. 

www.philamplify.org
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